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1. MODULATORS 21

Thank you for choosing Modulators 21 devices! 
Modulators 21 is a suite of 7 incredible Max For Live devices, conceived to shine a new light on the power of modulation signals 
through a rewarding user experience. Included here are unusual, playful devices, along with new visions of more familiar ones, as well 
as useful utilities, all working together in order to bring an endless field of modulation capabilities, that can easily extend beyond the 
foreseen boundaries. Using them in the studio and on stage, we believe they’re definitely able to add interesting shades, effortless 
complexity and, above all, change the way you’re used to think about modulators. 

This document will guide you through a complete overview of the products. After reading it, you should be able to use them on perfect, 
so we recommend that you take the time to read this guide in its entirely. 
Ableton Live and the Max For Live add-on are required (refer to our website to know which are the Live version supported for every 
released version): Modulators 21 devices are Max For Live devices and work both on MacOS® and Windows®. 
Thanks to the Max For Live total integration, each parameter of these devices is described in the Live Info View. 

We suggest to follow K-Devices via Facebook and Twitter, or sign up our Newsletter, in order to stay updated with K-Devices news 
future free updates.  
Follow us up also on YouTube for video tutorials, or via Instagram. 
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2. INSTALLATION

1. Unzip the downloaded file 
2. Double click on .alp file 
3. When Live asks for a location, we suggest to create a “K-Devices” folder wherever you want 
4. Let installation procedure ends 
5. Add “K-Devices” folder to Places via Live browser 
6. You’re done: enjoy your new Max For Live device! 

3. PACK CONTENT
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Devices 7

Presets 69

Clips 50
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Sound Design by Stèv
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4. KNOR
KNOR is a Max For Live device that allows for playful modulations over any automatable parameter inside a Live Set.  
The name comes from the contraction of the words “Knob” and “Record”, which is explanatory of its main key feature: KNOR is 
capable of recording free, hands-on gestures for each of its four dials, playing them back continuously. Dials can be activated 
singularly or sequenced one after another, in favor of creating unquantized, always changing modulation signals. When no gesture is 
stored, dials can be used as a performative tool to recall their values on the fly.  
Mapping a simple MIDI controller to KNOR makes everything more intuitive while playing around with it. 
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4.1 HOW KNOR WORKS
KNOR is essentially a bank of four automatable dials, constantly outputting the value of the currently selected one. When activated, the 
sequencer scrolls through the dials for us, independently by the presence of stored gestures. Therefore, sequencing static values is 
also possible. To spicy up the things a bit, the sequencer’s chance to move to the next dial can also be set. The overall output signal 
can be smoothened when in need of avoiding drastic jumps between values. 
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device, copyright and manual 
2. Steps On/Off - Activate internal step-sequencer to automatically move through dials 
3. Time Numerator - (If Steps enabled) Set the sequencer time numerator 
4. Time Signature - (If Steps enabled) Set the sequencer time signature 
5. Chance - (If Steps enabled) Set the chance for the sequencer to move 
6. Dials - Use the dials to set a value or record a gesture each 
7. Select Dials - Select the respective dial to output its value. (If Steps enabled) Press and hold to force the sequencer to stay on the 

relative dial, release to resume the sequence progression 
8. Record Dials - Arm gesture recording for the respective dial. When pressed, it waits for the first movement of the dial to start 

recording. Press once again to stop recording and start playback 
9. Clear Dials - Clear gesture for the respective dial 
10. Set Target - Click here, then on any parameter to set it as the modulation target 
11. Target - The modulated parameter 
12. Target Clear - Click to clear the modulation target 
13. Min - Set modulation minimum output value 
14. Max - Set modulation maximum output value 
15. Smooth - Smoothen modulation output transitions by an absolute timing factor 

4.2 HOW TO USE KNOR
KNOR encourages the user to experiment with unusual sequencing and freeform movement. Move some dials and record some 
gestures. Set the desired value by enabling one of the four knobs, or by using the sequencer to cycle through them automatically, then 
listen to how the affected target changes. Add some unpredictability by playing around with Steps and its Chance parameter (weird 
values usually lead to the most interesting results). Storing no gesture in one or two dials is also an effective way of leaving room for 
real-time interaction. 
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5. LFOH!
LFOH! is a Max For Live device, an augmented, stunning LFO (as the name suggests!), which enhances the possibilities of the classic 
cycling envelope by adding control over a set of advanced and unique features. It can be used to modulate any automatable 
parameter within a Live Set.

Some of the parameters found on its interface are pretty standard, while others are a bit more special, allowing for advanced real-time 
waveshaping of the modulation signal. 
LFOH! is LFOO little brother, coming in handy when in need of a reduced amount of parameters. 
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5.1 HOW LFOH! WORKS
LFOH! is a single oscillator LFO and has a set of continuously morphable and selectable waveforms that represents the core of our 
final signal. Apart from the classic Frequency and Phase parameters (which make it capable of all of the classic modulation stuff), the 
waveform can also be shaped by swinging its cycles, bending its curve, squeezing portions of oscillations in the same period of time, 
scaled and transformed while exceeding its boundaries. An additional Sample and Hold circuit provides quantization for the resulting 
signal.  
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device, copyright and manual 
2. Time Mode - Set modulation frequency to be free or synced to global tempo 
3. Time Frequency - Free waveform frequency 
4. Phase Reset - Reset free waveform phase 
5. Time Numerator - Synced waveform time numerator 
6. Time Signature - Synced waveform time signature 
7. Phase - Set the phase of modulation waveform 
8. Swing - Set the swing amount 
9. Bend - Bend modulation waveform either logarithmically or exponentially 
10. Waveform Selector - Click to select a waveform shape 
11. Waveform - Use the slider to morph between different shapes 
12. Squeeze - Compress the waveform in order to get this value of cycles in between the defined time interval 
13. Smooth - Smoothen modulation output transitions by an absolute timing factor 
14. Transform - Define how to transform modulation signal when exceeding oscillation boundaries 
15. Gain - Set the volume for modulation signal 
16. Sample & Hold - Enable to quantize waveform 
17. S&H Numerator - Sample and Hold time numerator 
18. S&H Signature - Sample and Hold time signature 
19. Set Target - Click here, then on any parameter to set it as the modulation target 
20. Target - The modulated parameter 
21. Target Clear - Click to clear the modulation target 
22. Min - Set modulation minimum output value 
23. Max - Set modulation maximum output value 
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6. LFOO
LFOO is a Max For Live device that allows generating complex cycling modulation signals and multiple targeting. Its core idea is to 
combine two sources (sharing a set of advanced parameters) into a resulting third waveform (with its own set of parameters). Three 
assignable targets are available to modulate any parameter in a Live Set.  
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6.1 HOW LFOO WORKS
LFOO is made out of two continuously morphable waveforms that are processed by some usual (Phase, Amp, etc...) and unusual 
(Swing, Squeeze, Bend) parameters, acting as independent sources. The third modulation source is derived by the result of selectable 
operations between the first and the second waveform. Up to three modulation targets are available and each target can get its own 
source either from oscillators 1 or 2, the third waveform (operations between 1 and 2) and a noise generator. A color coded layout is 
used to keep the interface quick and easy to read, changing the target’s color in relationship to the assigned source. Two of the three 
targets offer a delay parameter, while the first one offers an integrated Sample and Hold circuit to quantize its output. 

In this device, we replaced the usual Jitter scope with a fixed waveform graph, useful to see clearly how waveforms change when 
editing their respective parameters. On the other hand, there are sliders underneath targets that are constantly moving, allowing to 
visualize the current value of their modulation outputs. 
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device, copyright and manual 
2. Time Mode - Set modulation frequency to be free or synced to global tempo 
3. Time Frequency - Free waveform frequency 
4. Phase Reset - Reset free waveform phase 
5. Time Numerator - Synced waveform time numerator 
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6. Time Signature - Synced waveform time signature 
7. Reveal Targets - Click to reveal two additional target modules 
8. Waveform Selector - Click to select a waveform shape 
9. Waveform - Use the slider to morph between different shapes 
10. Phase - Set the phase of the respective modulation waveform 
11. Swing - Set the swing amount of the respective modulation waveform 
12. Bend - Bend the respective modulation waveform either logarithmically or exponentially 
13. Squeeze - Compress the respective waveform in order to get this value of cycles in between the defined time interval 
14. Transform - Define how to transform the respective modulation signal when exceeding oscillation boundaries 
15. Gain - Set the volume for the respective modulation signal 
16. Amp - The waveform final output amplifier 
17. Rate - Set second waveform frequency in relationship to Time 
18. Order - Set waveforms order for operation 
19. Operation - Define operation between waveforms (available operations are + addition, - subtraction, * multiplication, / division, % 

modulo) 
20. Gain - Set the volume for the respective modulation signal 
21. Transform - Define how to transform the respective modulation signal when exceeding oscillation boundaries 
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22. Sources - Assign a modulation signal to a target choosing between one of the sources and an additional noise generator from the 

dropdown menu 
23. Set Target - Click here, then on any parameter to set it as the modulation target for the respective modulation signal 
24. Target - The modulated parameter 
25. Target Clear - Click to clear the modulation target 
26. S&H - Sample and Hold time signature for first target. Select OFF from the dropdown menu to turn it off 
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27. Smooth - Smoothen the respective modulation output transitions by an absolute timing factorMin - Set the respective modulation 
minimum output value 

28. Min - Set the respective modulation minimum output value 
29. Max - Set the respective modulation maximum output value 
30. Delay - Set a delay value for modulation signals in second and third targets in relationship to Time 
31. Cursor - Moves according to its respective modulation value 
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7. SOURCES
Sources is a Max For Live device conceived to combine three modulation signals in different ways by carrying out math operations and 
DSP processing between them. The resulting signal is then available to modulate any parameter within a Live Set. 
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7.1 HOW SOURCES WORKS
Sources has three dials that can be mapped to be controlled by other modulators, with control over their individual amplitudes. If 
nothing is mapped to them, they act as standard offset generators. A set of different operations is available to combine the three in 
series: the result of the operation between the first two dials is then processed by the third operation and combined with the third one. 
The resulting waveform can then be mapped to control other parameters and fine tuned by taking advantage of Transform and Smooth 
settings. 
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device, copyright and manual 
2. Sources - Map a modulation source to a dial or use it as an offset generator 
3. Source Gains - Individual sources modulation signals gain 
4. Operators - Define the operation between sources in series 
5. Gain - Set the volume for resulting modulation signal 
6. Transform - Define how to transform modulation signal when exceeding oscillation boundaries
7. Smooth - Smoothen resulting modulation output transitions by an absolute timing factor 
8. Min - Set modulation minimum output value 
9. Max - Set modulation maximum output value 
10. Set Target - Click here, then on any parameter to set it as the modulation target 
11. Target - The modulated parameter 
12. Target Clear - Click to clear the modulation target 
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8. TARGETS
Targets is the complementary Max For Live device to Sources. It can be used to route a modulation signal up to six different 
parameters in the Live Set, each one able to process it in different ways. It can also be used as a super-macro-knob.

It can be especially useful to control multiple parameters of a single device, or even multiple devices at the same time, while keeping 
modulations consistent between each other. 
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8.1 HOW TARGETS WORKS
The Source dial can be mapped to be controlled by any other modulator. Its output is then distributed across the six different targets, 
each with its own set of controls to transform and shape the main modulation signal before routing it to its respective destination, which 
can be set by mapping the correspondent target. A set of sliders on the rightmost side of the interface is used to visualize and monitor 
the result of the processed modulation signal for each target. 
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device, copyright and manual 
2. Source - Map a modulation source to this dial 
3. Delay Time - Set a delay time in relationship to Live master tempo 
4. Set Targets - Click here, then on any parameter to set it as the target for the respective modulation signal 
5. Target - The modulated parameter 
6. Target Clear - Click to clear the modulation target 
7. Delay - Set a delay value for the respective modulation signal 
8. Gains - Set the volume for the respective modulation signal 
9. Transform - Define how to transform the respective modulation signal when exceeding oscillation boundaries 
10. Bend - Bend the respective modulation signal either logarithmically or exponentially 
11. Smooth - Smoothen the respective modulation output transitions by an absolute timing factor 
12. Min - Set the respective modulation minimum output value 
13. Max - Set respective modulation maximum output value 
14. Cursor - Moves according to its respective modulation value 
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9. VOLTAGE AND MIDI
Voltage and MIDI are siblings utility devices conceived to easily route any modulation signal to any available output, either as audio 
signal or MIDI messages. Voltage is primarily focused on controlling external CV gears, such as modular synthesizer, while MIDI is 
intended to be used with MIDI interfaces and more generic hardware. Both devices take advantage of a simple design that makes it 
easy to keep track of each instance and have some internal parameters that help calibrate each output to properly talk with the 
respective converter.  

In order to use Voltage, a DC-coupled audio interface is required. 
In order to use MIDI, Ableton Live 11 or above is required. 
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9.1 HOW VOLTAGE AND MIDI WORK
The Value dial can be mapped and controlled by any other modulator. Its value is reflected in the meter below, providing handy visual 
feedback. The menu at the bottom is used to select the output to send the signal to, without changing the Audio Track routing per se. 
The output signal can be set to adhere to different Control Voltage standards, according to the user’s needs and control destination. 
The color theme of the device can also be changed to match the user’s preferences (ie. matching output cables or gear types). 
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device, copyright and manual 
2. Value - Map a modulation source to this dial
3. Colors - Change the device theme for quick visual feedback
4. Mode - Choose Voltage output mode 
5. Signal Display - Moves according to Value 
6. CV Mode - Set CV output signal polarity 
7. Range Display - Click and drag to set Gate active threshold range
8. Min - Set Gate output signal lower threshold
9. Max - Set Gate output signal upper threshold 
10. Gate Display - Lights up in relation to Gate output 
11. Trig Slider - Click to set Trigger threshold 
12. Trig - Set Trigger threshold 
13. Length - Set Trigger output signal length 
14. Trig Display - Lights up in relation to Trigger output
15. Output - Use the menu to select Voltage signal output port 

MIDI shares the same interface and functionalities of Voltage, though getting the modulation signal translated into MIDI messages no 
polarity setting is provided. It also has an additional destination parameter, since the address of a MIDI message is composed of an 
output, a channel and a number. 
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